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Enable and align marketing and sales teams, engage buyers with the right message 
in the right moment, and improve revenue growth by doing more of what works well. 

Sales teams grow revenue with Seismic

Supercharge your  
sales team

Are these challenges stunting your sales growth?

Enable sales teams to overachieve at scale 
with a single place to learn quickly, engage 
effectively, and grow revenue.

Can’t act quickly

New reps take too long to ramp up 
and hit quota — and seasoned reps 
are getting bogged down by finding 
and customizing content.

Equip reps to stand out  
Ready your teams with a single 
hub for learning and content so 
they drive better conversations 
and relationships with customers, 

Can’t build relationships

Your reps are hungry for the skills 
and tools needed to stand out and 
build trust with customers — instead 
of getting lost in the shuffle. 

Maximize seller productivity

Enable reps to spend more time 
selling and connecting with buyers 
instead of losing valuable hours 
finding content and prepping to sell.

Can’t scale successes

You can’t get a holistic picture 
of what’s working, which leads 
to difficulty hitting targets and 
replicating successes across teams.

Repeat success at scale

Build and grow winning teams by 
making data-driven decisions with 
powerful, actionable insights about 
how top reps are finding success.  

“Seismic really helps our sellers differentiate themselves 
versus other competitors that may not make it easy for 
their prospects to find content and easily navigate.” 
 
Esther Friend 
VP, Sales Efficiency and Transformation, Five9

https://seismic.com/
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Why sales leaders 
love Seismic

Learning & Coaching

Boost rep confidence and performance 
with personalized onboarding, learning, 
and coaching that helps them grow  
pipeline and revenue. 

Sales Content Management

Provide sellers the content they need, when 
they need it, with a single hub for accessing 
and self-service customizing digital materials 
that deliver impactful buyer experiences.

Buyer Engagement

Support sellers in delivering targeted 
content straight to inboxes and social 
channels with LiveSocial, Email Blast, 
and Digital Sales Rooms.
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Ready to level up  
your sales team?

Scalable

We meet the requirements 
of the world’s largest 
enterprises, but we’re 
intuitive and nimble enough 
for small teams, too.

Extensible

We work cohesively with the 
tech your business depends 
on every day — and have 
extensive APIs so devs can 
roll their own solutions.

Intelligent

We empower teams with 
intelligence that drives data-
backed behavior and better 
business outcomes.

Learn more at Seismic.com

A powerful platform to grow with you
Your IT and procurement teammates will thank you later.
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https://seismic.com/speak-with-our-team/
https://seismic.com/

